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THE (WO)MAN OF THE FUTURE

‘Save the Planet – Kill Yourself’ As religious doctrines 
go, this from Chris Korda’s Church of Euthanasia 
(CoE) is certainly direct. For thirty years, through song, 
protest, art and culture jamming, this organisation has 
warned that ecological disaster can only be averted by 
ceasing procreation and culling mankind. To this end 
they have preached the four pillars of their faith – abor-
tion, sodomy, suicide and cannibalism – promoting not 
only environmentalism, but reproductive rights and 
sexual freedoms. With the likely repeal of Roe v Wade 
in the US and the religious right’s complacency about 
climate change – why delay the end times? – Korda’s 
message could not be more topical. But for all its direc-
tness, the CoE’s beliefs are confusing: what kind of or-
ganisation goes against humanity as a whole? And who 
would join? Even euthanasia and abortion activists are 
pro-choice, not pro-death. So how should we unders-
tand this organisation – as mere parody, a sick joke, or 
deadly serious? Put in the context of Korda’s broader 
career, the retrospective ‘The (Wo)Man of the Future’ 
shows that all her work, even the church, is fundamen-
tally ethical and life-affirming.

Korda’s career spans music, art, performance and sof-
tware design, but the exhibition starts with the group 
that made her infamous, the CoE. The church was foun-
ded in 1992 by Korda and her friend Pastor Kim, at the 
beginning of America’s culture wars, when evangeli-
cals sought to collapse church and state, science with 
faith, rolling back social progress. In many ways Kor-
da’s pro-sodomy, pro-abortion church is an inversion 
of these values. But what makes the group especially 
timely, is that it also takes aim at the politics of liberal 
individualism. This includes Justice Blackmun’s Roe 
v. Wade ruling that ‘population growth, pollution, po-
verty and racial overtones tend to complicate and not 
simplify the problem’ of a woman’s right to choose. Di-
rectly countering this logic, the CoE ties these issues 
together to attack the arrogance of the autonomous, 
choosing individual – ‘the world revolves around me’ 
as she puts it in her song ‘Six Billion Humans Can’t Be 
Wrong’ (1999). So just as archival footage shows Korda 
clashing with Christian pro-life activists, other works 
address population saturation, the selfishness of ram-
pant consumerism and capitalist exploitation, or mass 
media turning environmental and political disaster into 
pornography for alienated viewers. 

The church spread these messages through the language 
of political populism: bumper-stickers, slogan t-shirts, 
infomercial style videos such as Buy More or Baby Pla-
net (both 2020/21), and appearances on trash TV. This 
last example refers to their infamous 1997 appearance 
on The Jerry Springer Show, where Korda, wearing a 

sperm motif dress, preached the selfishness of fami-
lies and the virtues of eating human, not animal flesh 
since man can consent. Such were their attempts at a 
detournement of mass media, to provoke viewers into 
thinking beyond the norm. If Korda’s tactics or slogans 
seem extreme, they are no more so than those of fire and 
brimstone evangelicals. Her soundbites call the bluff of 
pro-life campaigners who personalise abortion as an 
attack on their own right to live: ‘would you rather I 
hadn’t been born?’ Korda responds that yes, it would 
be better for the planet if you had never existed, and 
anyway foetuses aren’t people, they are ‘FOR SCRA-
PING.’ The curators Goswell Road have emphasised 
this accusatory tone by placing Korda’s Population 
Counter (2019) at the entrance of the exhibition, as if 
counting in each culpable visitor.

Their attack on liberal gender politics, the preaching 
of sodomy and Korda’s own identity as a trans woman 
have led many to view the CoE as a queer project. For 
sure queer thinkers like Lauren Berlant and Lee Edel-
man oppose the nuclear family, but only as a heteronor-
mative institution excluding other kinds of relationship. 
Korda is more strictly anti-natalist – what matters is 
not how the family identifies but that it multiplies, im-
pacting the planet. Queer community and consumption 
can be just as damaging, so she encourages us all to 
‘EAT A QUEER FETUS FOR JESUS’. Where she co-
mes closest to Berlant and Edelman is in opposing the 
normative subjectivity at the centre of politics. Indeed, 
Korda’s theology of ending humanity might be un-
derstood not literally, but like Derrida’s ‘Ends of Man’ 
as a critique of the anthropocentric bias behind even the 
most radical belief systems, to the exclusion of nature 
or those who are deemed other. Pastor Kim echoes this 
sentiment when on The Jerry Springer Show he de-
nounces this ‘chauvinistic world in which man is the 
only being who gets to determine life or death’. Rejec-
ting man and his authority, Korda’s work is less specifi-
cally queer than transgressive. Transgressive not in the 
sense of shock value – although there is plenty of that 
– but in its embrace of the Dadaist idea that ‘paradox 
is the only antidote to totalitarian thinking’, exposing 
the limits to current logics. This is why she has a man-
made movement denouncing man, makes infomercials 
against capitalism, dance music criticising hedonism, 
or parodies activists who claim to be pro-life but only 
when that life isn’t gay, poor, or non-human.

The curators have split the exhibition into contrasting 
halves, between an archival display on the church, all 
funereal black, abandoned signs and lifeless manne-
quins depicting man as erased, and another bursting 
with colour, celebrating life beyond the human. The 
near psychedelic projection Al Fasawz (2015), made 
using Triplight software designed by Korda, recalls 

the early-20th century light-organs of Thomas Wilfred, 
who found spirituality in scientific innovation and cos-
mic phenomena. Korda’s Polymeter music programme 
looks like orbiting planets and allows for the looping 
of sound in self-similar but non-repeating patterns im-
possible in the analogue recordings of Steve Reich. Her 
computerised choral composition Plasmagon (2015) 
modulates with no edges and no attack, which human 
singers cannot perform. 

But as much as these works suggest the redundancy of 
man in the age of the digital, each also offers a new 
ethics of being together. Sound and light elements in 
Plasmagon modulate by listening to one another, while 
the innovation of Polymeter is to encourage perfor-
mers into divergence and convergence, a model of to-
getherness that allows for difference multiplied and 
endless. For all the binarity of the technology, Korda 
bends it to non-binary ends. Korda is a woman of the 
future, in both the post-gendered, and digital senses. 
Ultimately the division of the exhibition intentionally 
collapses. The CoE projects bleed into the spaces of 
Korda’s later work, suggesting that what she has been 
calling for all along is a new kind of humanity, a new 
way of coexisting with others without subordination or 
homogenisation. 

It is perhaps strange to suggest that there’s something 
kind and considerate about a project that promotes slo-
gans like ‘EAT PEOPLE NOT ANIMALS’ or ‘give 
your life meaning, kill yourself’. The philosopher Anne 
Dufourmantelle argued that the opposite of gentleness 
was not violence, but a false kindness, masking indiffe-
rence. This is the gentleness of positive thinking and the 
‘pursuit of happiness’ that detaches from the world by 
refusing to confront difficulties, ‘paralyzing the future 
as well as the present’ rather than engaging realities di-
rectly, as Korda does. True gentleness must have an ele-
ment of negation in order to progress to a kinder world. 
Korda, for all her critical antinatalism, is far from nihi-
listic – after all, why bother campaigning if you think 
man is a lost cause? – asking us to look forwards and 
change our ways, or else we need to, in the words of one 
of her recent tracks ‘Apologize To The Future’. 

- Paul Clinton
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THE CHURCH OF EUTHANASIA BANNERS

1. EAT A QUEER FETUS FOR JESUS, 1996, 
white felt on black cloth, 58 x 109

2. THANK YOU FOR NOT BREEDING, 1997, 
white felt on black cloth, 127 x 98

3. STUPID MONKEYS, 2003, white felt on 
black cloth, 120 x 64

4. HUMAN EXTINCTION WHILE WE STILL 
CAN, 2000, white felt on black cloth, 224 x 56

5. CHURCH OF EUTHANASIA, 1997, white felt 
on black cloth, 130 x 52

6. EAT PEOPLE NOT ANIMALS, 1997, white 
felt on black cloth, 132 x 52

7. SAVE THE PLANET KILL YOURSELF,  1998, 
white felt on black cloth, 194 x 59
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THE CHURCH OF EUTHANASIA 
SIGNS, paint on white cardboard, 28 x 22 

1. TASTES GREAT LESS PEOPLE

2. NO KIDS NO LABOR 

3. LOVE THE EARTH TIE YOUR TUBES

4. AIM FOR THE CHIN

5. DEPRESSED? COMMIT SPERMICIDE 

6. BONER DONOR 

7. DIE YUPPIE SPERM 

8. DREAMIN’ OF STEAMIN’ THE SEMEN 

9. GREED EGGS AND SPERM 

10. DRINK YOUR HOLY WATER 

11. CHOOSE STERILITY 

12. BEAR ASSES NOT CHILDREN 

13. OVERPOPULATION IS NO YOLK 

14. FETUSES ARE FOR SCRAPING 
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15. MAKE LOVE NOT BABIES 

16. PEACE LOVE AND STERILITY 
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THE CHURCH OF EUTHANASIA 
PAINTINGS, SCULPTURES, STICKERS & 

POSTERS

1. Robert Kimberk,  Pastor Kim, 2003, oil paint on 
canvas 

2. Robert Kimberk, Reverend Korda, 2003, oil 
paint on canvas

3. Brigitte, 1996, inflatable doll, wig, bathrobe, 
white socks, barbed wire crown, carnivorous 
baby, wooden cross

4. Quadrupedal chicken, 1995, rubber chicken 
with four arms

5. Sperm Bench, 2002-2022, B&W image printed 
and mounted on bench   

6. Sperm Dress, 1997 (worn by Korda in Jerry 
Springer Show «I Want to Join a Suicide Cult»)

7. Chris Korda, The Man of the Future, 2003, 
210x210

8. Chris Korda, Sperm Mandala, 2003, 210x210

9. Chris Korda, Sperm Sunburst, 2003, 210x210
(not shown)
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THE JERRY SPRINGER SHOW
«I WANT TO JOIN A SUICIDE CULT»

August 11, 1997
Audience: (In unison) Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! 
Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!
Springer: Thank you.
Audience: (In unison) Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!
Springer: Thank you very much.
Audience: (In unison) Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!
Springer: Thank you. Thank you very much. Thank 
you. Thank you very much. Welcome to the show.
What would you do--what would you do if the per-
son you loved told you that they wanted to join a cult 
that supports suicide, cannibalism and even eating the 
flesh of aborted babies?
Well, in a moment we’re going to meet a woman who 
actually says she wants to join this cult. But first, let’s 
meet the founders, Reverend Chris Korda, Pastor Kim 
and Vermin X.
Give me four things that you believe in. What are the 
basic tenets of your philosophy?
Rev. Chris Korda (Leader of the Church of Eu-
thanasia; Wants People to Kill Themselves): We’re 
going to s--we’re going to get to the four pillars of 
the Church of Euthanasia. You already know what 
they are. They’re suicide, abortion, cannibalism and 
sodomy.
Springer: Well, tell me--yeah, what is it? Wait a 

second, say that again.
Rev. Korda: Suicide...
Vermin X: Suicide...
Rev. Korda: ...abortion...
Vermin X: ...abortion...
Rev. Korda: ...cannibalism...
Vermin X: ...cannibalism...
Rev. Korda: ...and sodomy.
Vermin X: ...and sodomy.
Rev. Korda: That’s right. And we’re going to explain 
every one of them in great detail here.
Springer: And this is--this is a faith? This is--this...
Vermin X: Sodomy and cannibalism.
Rev. Korda: This is--this is an organized religion, 
OK?
Springer: And this has to do with environmentalism?
Rev. Korda: Yes, it does, and we’re going to explain 
it in great detail.
Vermin X: It sure does.
Springer: This--this isn’t recycling cans, you’re talk-
ing about suicide.
Rev. Korda: That’s right, and it’s funny you should 
mention that.
Vermin X: Recycling humans.
Rev. Korda: ...it’s funny you should mention that, 
OK?
Springer: OK, look what you said on the air. This 
is what you said--I’m quoting you--Reverend, this is 
what you said...

THE CHURCH OF EUTHANASIA & 
CHRIS KORDA VIDEOS

1. Population Counter, 2019, custom sof-
tware, laptop, projector

2. Baby Planet / Changing Climate, 2020, 
music video, 0:59 ; Buy More, 2021, music 
video, 0:55 ; Six Billion Humans Can’t Be 
Wrong, 2021, music video, 0:59

3. Chris Korda, I Like To Watch, december 
2001, music video, 4:00 ; Bos&Lanting, 
Overshoot, 2020, music video, 4:40 ; Will 
Benedict, Apologize to the Future, 2020, mu-
sic video, 4:08

4. Jerry Springer Show «I Want to Join a Sui-
cide Cult», 1997, video, 1:20:00

5. Church of Euthanasia, Video Archives, 
1996, video of Church actions, 1:35:52 hours 
long
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Rev. Korda: OK, Jerry, listen to me.
Springer: ...on the air--you said this in LA in a ra-
dio address--and I’m quoting: «If you are depressed 
or ill or feel burdened by today’s world problems, let 
me suggest a way to give your life new meaning: Kill 
yourself.»
That g--»Do it now, if you have a gun, razor, whatever.»
You’re telling me--OK--you’re telling me that’s going 
to make the...
Rev. Korda: We’re talk--listen to me, Jerry--Jerry, 
we’re talking about an all-out industrial assault on the 
planet in the last 400 years.
Springer: How does that give your life new meaning 
if you take your life? There’s no meaning, then.
Rev. Korda: OK, let’s--let’s talk a little bit about this. 
OK, w--I want to ask you something, Jerry--I want to 
ask you something: How many humans do you think 
there are on the planet right now?
Springer: Two billion...
Rev. Korda: Give me a guess.
Springer: Two--between two, three billion.
Rev. Korda: You’re not even close. There are six bil-
lion humans.
Springer: OK.
Rev. Korda: How long do you think it takes for the 
population to increase by one million?
Springer: There’s a--I forgot to count.
Rev. Korda: Come on, somebody give it to me. Is it a 
week? Is it a month? Is it a day? How long to increase 
by one million?
Springer: Explain your can--so you think you’re 
going to reduce the population in the world by, one, 
preaching cannibalism, that we should all go around 
eating each other? What are you, crazy? You are nuts.
Rev. Korda: The Church of Euthanasia...
Vermin X: ... (Unintelligible).
Rev. Korda: OK, I just want--if we’re going to talk 
about...
Springer: You have--you have a brochure that says 
this...
Rev. Korda: Well, if we’re going...
Springer: ...this is what your brochure says--and I’m 
not making this up; I’m reading from your guide--it 
says: «This is a step-by-step guide on how to break 
down the human body from full figure into servi-
ceable choice cuts of meat. A certain amount of fat is 
desirable...»
Rev. Korda: OK. Get the veal cow. Bring up the veal 
cow, OK?
Springer: «...as marbling to»--I mean...
Rev. Korda: OK, this is...
Springer: ...the manual gives specific instructions 
for body preparation, hanging, bleeding, beheading, 

skinning, gutting. What--it’s...
Rev. Korda: OK, this is a farming state, am I right?
Springer: You’re what?
Rev. Korda: This is a farming state, so you all know 
what this is already, right? This is a veal cow. This c--
this animal lives its entire life in a tiny pen, chained, 
unable to take a single step, force-fed.
Springer: You know what? Become a vegetarian.
Rev. Korda: You know something?
Springer: If you don’t want to eat meat, don’t eat 
meat.
Rev. Korda: OK.
Pastor Kim (Minister from the Church of Eutha-
nasia): OK, that’s it. Here, take this. Jerry?
Springer: Yes?
Pastor Kim: In the last 300 years we’ve killed 300 
species of animals. In the next 100 years we’re going 
to kill one-half of the remaining species of animals. 
God did not make the world for man alone! We are not 
here to put concrete and asphalt down on the whole 
surface of the Earth!
Springer: Yeah.
Pastor Kim: You believe in a chauvinistic world 
where man is the only person who is allowed to deter-
mine life and death! God made all the creatures on the 
Earth to express his joy! He did not make this world 
for man alone!
Springer: You know what? OK, OK, OK. Have a 
seat. I will tell you to have a seat. OK, I’m not--no 
one is suggesting to you that if you don’t want to kill 
animals you should. Fine, don’t. Don’t even--fine, 
don’t...
Pastor Kim: We are going to kill one-half of the re-
maining species...
Springer: ...but don’t go around suggesting...
Pastor Kim: ...in the next 100 years.
Springer: OK. I know. I understand.
Pastor Kim: All the rain forests will disappear.
Rev. Korda: You know, Jerry, I don’t you--I--I...
Pastor Kim: Wake up, Jerry! This is it! It’s now!
Springer: Relax. Relax. OK. All right.
Rev. Korda: Jerry, I don’t think you’re clear on the 
concepts here.
Springer: Hey, you know what? You know, if--if you 
don’t want to go around killing other animals, that’s 
good. I respect that.
Pastor Kim: Everybody else is.
Springer: Hold on. Shh.
Pastor Kim: Six billion people are killing the animals!
Springer: OK.
Pastor Kim: We have to wake up and we have to 
make...
Springer: OK. So why is the answer...



Pastor Kim: ...we have to bring it to a halt now!
Springer: Shh. OK.
Pastor Kim: We only have 100 years.
Springer: Why is the answer--answer this question.
Rev. Korda: OK. You’re...
Springer: Don’t get so excited. Relax. Here’s my 
question for him. Let...
Rev. Korda: Here we go. We’re going to answer the 
question.
Springer: Here’s my question for him: Why is it ne-
cessary, then--but why is it necessary--y--you don’t 
want to hurt the animals, I appreciate that--but why 
is it necessary to fulfill your belief that y--y--people 
have to commit suicide or human beings have to go 
around eating each other?
Rev. Korda: Here’s the deal.
Springer: Cannibalism, why is that necessary?
Rev. Korda: Jerry, let me explain that.
Springer: If you don’t want to kill animals, don’t kill 
animals. But don’t kill people.
Rev. Korda: He--here’s why, Jerry. Listen to me.
Springer: Hm.
Rev. Korda: Why? Hold on. Hold on. Why did I bring 
up the veal cow? Because humans are cruel to ani-
mals? No. Because humans are animals. That’s what 
this is about. If we sit you down at a table and put pig 
flesh and human flesh in front of you and blindfold 
you, you won’t be able to tell the difference, because 
flesh is flesh. Why don’t you think about that the next 
time you bite into your cheeseburger? We’re talking 
about a massive system of cruelty...
Springer: No. OK, but...
Rev. Korda: ...in which animals are exploited and 
destroyed.
Springer: ...no one is going to suggest to you...
Vermin X: Go ahead, take the blindfold challenge.
Rev. Korda: Yeah, take the blindfold challenge. You 
won’t be able to tell the difference, OK?
Springer: OK. Nobody is ever going to suggest to 
you that you have to go around eating animals.
Rev. Korda: We are the veal, Jerry. I’m t--you think 
that’s funny--you think that’s funny, but it’s true. 
Listen to me. Listen to me, OK? It’s not just that. 
We’re not just talking about that.
Springer: I’ll be honest with you, except for Elsie, 
I’ve never seen a cow in a dress.
Rev. Korda: That’s cute.
Springer: Huh?
Rev. Korda: No, that’s real cute. That--that’s real 
cute. But the truth of the matter is that we’re not 
just talking about the humiliation and degradation of 
animals; we’re talking about the humiliation and de-
gradation of ourselves. I want you to take a look at 

yourself for a minute.
Springer: You don’t think this is degrading, what you 
just said here in your--
Rev. Korda: You know what I think is degrading? I 
think humans being packed into buses and trains and 
being forced to go to jobs where they have to perform 
the same repetitive motions over and over again, day 
after day, where their freedom of movement is restric-
ted, where they are--where they’re forced to breathe 
conditioned air--I think that is--is--is degrading, OK?
Springer: OK. OK.
Pastor Kim: How many of you work in cubicles?
Rev. Korda: How many of you work in cubicles?
Pastor Kim: How many of you work in cubicles? 
How many of you die every day in a lousy cubicle 
with reconditioned air?
Rev. Korda: How many of you sit in traffic? Hello!
Springer: OK.
Rev. Korda: Are we t--are we talking about three and 
a half million people in the city of Chicago?
Springer: All right, I--I grant it. OK. All right, hold on, 
Reverend. Listen...
Rev. Korda: OK? Are we talking about waiting?
Springer: ...you said that--wait--you’re talking about 
degradation.
Rev. Korda: That’s right.
Springer: Let’s just talk about this: Why is this not 
degradation? You are saying in your brochure, which 
you hand out to your followers or the people you re-
cruit, quote, «You need not bother skinning»--this is 
of a human being now--»you need not bother skinning 
the hands and feet, these portions not being worth the 
effort unless you plan to pickle them or use them in 
soup. The skin can be disposed of or made into fried 
rinds. Boil the strips and peel away the outer layer. 
They can...»
Rev. Korda: OK, hold on. Hold on, Jerry.
Springer: What the hell! You don’t think this is de-
grading to human beings? What’s wrong with you?
Rev. Korda: Have you ever--Jerry--Jerry, have you 
ever killed anything?
Springer: What?
Rev. Korda: Have you ever killed anything?
Springer: Have I ever killed anything?
Rev. Korda: Yeah, have you ever killed anything?
Springer: N--I probably stepped on an ant as I’m 
walking down the street.
Rev. Korda: OK, have you ever killed anything and 
ate it?
Springer: I’ve--I’ve never gone hunting or...
Rev. Korda: Did you eat the ant?
Springer: The what?
Rev. Korda: Did you ever eat--did you eat the ant?

Springer: Not unless it was mistakenly in my burger.
Rev. Korda: OK. So have you ever killed anything 
for food, OK? But have you ever killed anything for 
food?
Springer: I have eaten animals that have been killed.
Rev. Korda: No, have you ever killed anything?
Springer: Have I ever? No.
Rev. Korda: OK. Has anyone here ever killed any-
thing for food? Raise your hand if you’ve killed so-
mething and eaten it.
Springer: OK. Now--OK.
Rev. Korda: Oh, we got one hand. OK, I want to tell 
you something. That’s obscene. You--all think that’s 
it’s OK to just sit at--sit down in that fast-food place...
Springer: Hey! Listen--listen...
Rev. Korda: ...and chow on that steak burger, but, 
listen, you’ve never killed anything in your life.
Springer: ...how many times do we have to tell you 
this? If you don’t want to kill animals to eat...
Rev. Korda: No, it’s not about that!
Springer: ...no one’s going to argue with you! I’m 
telling you...
Vermin X: And if you don’t want to eat human flesh, 
you don’t...
Rev. Korda: You don’t want to eat human flesh. You 
don’t have to!
Springer: ...you don’t go around killing people to eat.
Vermin X: You don’t have to eat human flesh either!
Rev. Korda: You don’t have to eat human flesh if you 
don’t want to, Jerry, OK?
Springer: Next, «Grace» says she wants to join this 
cult. Her ex-boyfriend says he’s shocked. He’s here 
to make his plea and says he’ll do anything it takes to 
stop her. Will he succeed? We’ll find out. Stay with us.
(Announcements)
Springer: Welcome back. Thank you. Welcome back. 
We--if you just joined us, we’ve been talking to this 
cult that believes in--they--they say they’re an en-
vironmental group, but they believe in cannibalism, 
they believe in suicide, and--you know, pretty rough 
group.
Please welcome Grace to the show. She says she 
knows perfectly well what she’s getting into and still 
wants to join this cult. Here’s Grace.
Why? Why--why would you want to j--I mean, 
you’re--you’re watching them. Why would you want 
to join this?
Grace (Wants To Join the Church of Euthana-
sia): We’re living in desperate times right now. The 
overpopulation problem is extreme.
Springer: Don’t have kids.
Grace: I’m not going to have kids.
Springer: OK.

You know, if you decide--if you decide you don’t 
want to have children, you don’t have to join a cult 
for that. Just decide, «Nah, I don’t think I’m going to 
have children.»
Grace: This is one of the only groups that is going out 
in public and bringing up this issue. This is...
Springer: But they’re bringing up the issue of canni-
balism. They’re bringing up the issue of suicide.
Pastor Kim: If you’re a Democrat, you don’t just say, 
«Oh, I’m a Democrat.» You go out and poll.
Rev. Korda: That’s right.
Pastor Kim: You get your opinion across. The Jerry 
Springer Show goes on television and it’s--goes to 
five million people every day to get ideas across. That 
is our--our job. We are a federally recognized educa-
tional foundation. We have--we have a purpose in life.
Springer: You are asking people to kill themselves. 
That’s more than a belief.
Pastor Kim: Go to the globe. What happened...
Springer: All right, let’s take a look now...
Pastor Kim: People are killing themselves.
Springer: Grace, you’re thinking of joining this 
group.
Grace: Yes.
Pastor Kim: Screwball.
Springer: Let’s take a look at a video of them in 
action.
Rev. Korda: OK, look at the video.
Springer: Take a look at this.
(Excerpt from videotape)
Vermin X: Friends, God gives life and God takes it 
away, and that is why God is in that clinic today, be-
cause it is God’s will that these women have abor-
tions! It is God’s will that these fetuses are aborted! It 
is God’s will!
Today we hope to invoke the wisdom and justice of 
the sacred abortionist. And in defense of women, we 
scoff at these hysterical Christians! That’s right, we 
scoff at you!
(End of excerpt)
Springer: All right, Grace, here is your boyfriend, 
«Chuck.» Let’s bring Chuck out.
Chuck, what do you want to say to Grace? She wants 
to join this cult.
Chuck (Grace’s Ex-lover; Doesn’t Want Grace To 
Join A Suicide Cult): What are you thinking of? I 
mean, it’s like a--this is like a wall-to-wall hoedown 
of the damned. I mean, golly!
Pastor Kim: People like Chuck disgust me.
Grace: Yeah, Chuck...
Pastor Kim: You know what people are doing to this 
world? This is the most disgusting thing in the world 
(aims squirt bottle globe and squirts globe).



Grace: Listen, I want to tell you something about my 
relationship with Chuck.
Springer: This is...
Pastor Kim: Our world is dying. Each one of you kill 
the world!
Chuck: Hey, hey, hey, you’re going--you’re going to 
mess up the rug. Put that down.
Springer: OK.
Chuck: Put that down.
Springer: OK.
Chuck: Jiminy Christmas.
Pastor Kim: That’s it, folks.
Grace: Chuck--Chuck, you’re...
Springer: OK, wait a second. Don’t you admit sh--
don’t you admit that they are just looney tunes?
Chuck: You know, they...
Springer: Come on, be honest, Grace. Grace?
Grace: Jerry, you haven’t let me get--none of you 
have let me get a word in edgewise.
Springer: Let’s hear from Grace.
Grace: I look out at all of you and you seem like loo-
ney tunes to me. Don’t you see what is going on in the 
world? Don’t you see how overpopulated it is? Don’t 
you see there’s something wrong?
Chuck: Ye--yes, but...
Grace: They’re the only people saying something 
about it.
Springer: Wait--wait a second! Well then, fine--fine, 
if you think the world--I’ll say it again--if you think 
the world’s overpopulated, then don’t have children, 
but why preach suicide? Why preach cannibalism?
Pastor Kim: Because everybody else--everybody 
else...
Springer: What the hell’s wrong with you?
Pastor Kim: In 100 years100 years...
Grace: Jerry?
Pastor Kim: ...all the species in the world are going 
to die. They will never be recovered! In 100 years! It’s 
not enough just for a few casual people--decide not to 
have children.
Grace: Part of what’s going on here is a twist has been 
put on the message of the church. The church has one 
commandment: Thou shalt not procreate. I am here...
Rev. Korda: Thou shalt not procreate!
Grace: So take that--at is...
(Unintelligible and censored comments from 
panelists)
Springer: OK. Grace, in fairness, if that is all you 
guys were saying, you wouldn’t even be on the show 
because that wouldn’t be a major issue and people 
would be agreeing with you.
Rev. Korda: That’s right. And isn’t that interesting, 
Jerry?

Grace: Wait. You got it. Jerry, that’s exactly it, Jerry!
Springer: But that’s not all that you’re saying. 
That’s...
Grace: That’s exactly it! People will not pay attention 
to this.
Vermin X: This is you guys. Hello!
Springer: Because he goes on...
Rev. Korda: This is you guys.
Springer: All right, have a seat. Shh. Shh.
Vermin X: Toys ‘R’ Us. Hello!
Chuck: Holy...
Springer: OK. All right. All right.
Vermin X: This is you guys--consumers.
Grace: Jerry, we are in such desperate times, and 
what you said is exactly truer People have never heard 
of the overpopulation issue.
Springer: They’re not going to listen to them if 
they’re talking such crap as cannibalism!
Rev. Korda: You’re listening! You’re listening right 
now! You’re listening! You’re here!
Springer: Up next, Grace will make a final decision 
as to whether or not--What? Up next, Grace...
Audience: (In unison) Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!
Springer: All right. OK, up next, Grace will make a 
final decision as to whether or not she’s going to join 
the cult. Please stay with us.
(Announcements)
Springer: Welcome back. Thank you. Today we’re 
talking with a woman who wants to join a suicide 
cannibal cult.
Chuck, first let me ask you, what will you do if Grace 
follows through with this?
Chuck: Well, I’ll I--I think I’m going to lose a lot of 
respect that I once had for her when we were going 
out.
Springer: You--you t--OK--you two--wait a second--
you two used to be boyfriend and girlfriend, were you 
not?
Chuck: Yes. Yes, we were.
Springer: OK. Why did you break up?
Chuck: Well, the--there’s a lot of pressure--I--I mean, 
I w--I want children. I’d like to have a--a kid of my 
own, someone to play ball with or something, you 
know? And...
Rev. Korda: Why don’t you adopt? Why don’t you 
adopt?
Chuck: No, you--you--you...
Rev. Korda: You know how many children there are 
on this planet?
Grace: Exactly.
Chuck: Because, you know, when I get something, I 
like to know where...
(Vermin X holds doll and shakes it at Chuck)

Springer: Stop playing with dolls.
Chuck: Put that down! Jiminy...
Vermin X: That’s what--is that what you want?
Chuck: Put that down.
Springer: All right. You’re sick. Shh. Shh.
Grace: Listen, Jerry, I’ll tell you one thing about this 
guy. He didn’t like condoms. You know, I told him...
Rev. Korda: Oh, you don’t like condoms, either. 
That’s good, very good.
Grace: Yeah, no kidding.
Springer: All right, do you want--do you want her...
Grace: No kidding. He always wanted to...
Springer: OK, you guys, quiet. I just want to talk to 
you two for a second.
Chuck: Yes.
Springer: You c--you called--you said to our 
producers...
Chuck: Mm-hmm.
Springer: ...that you wanted to try to get her back, 
that you broke up with her because she didn’t want 
anything--to have anything to do with children.
Chuck: No, none whatsoever.
Springer: If you love her, you want her back, you talk 
to her now. Because all you’re talking about now is...
Pastor Kim: Remember this, guys?
Springer: OK, all you’re talking about now is--is, you 
know, what kind of firm is going to promote the cause.
Chuck: Yeah, I know, and I...
Springer: If you love this woman, this is nothing to 
do with firms. Go for it.
Chuck: I know. I--well, i--it’s a matter of getting in 
with the wrong people. I mean, I really...
Pastor Kim: You love her? You really love her?
Chuck: Put the hanger down!
Grace: Listen--listen, if you loved me, you would 
have used condoms.
Chuck: Well, you used birth control.
Grace: Right, birth control--all the burden of the wo-
man, every last bit!
Pastor Kim: We have condoms for everybody.
Rev. Korda: Condoms! Condoms!
Pastor Kim: Condoms! Condoms!
Grace: Except for--except for the--the--a vasectomy. 
Every time you had to use a condom, you whined, 
you pouted, and then when I brought up the issue of 
vasectomy, you just, like, got mad at me. You thought 
I was crazy then.
Chuck: Well, the...
Grace: Now if you’re not willing to use condoms...
Chuck: Put that down!
Grace: ...how can you say that you loved me? You 
were so irresponsible. Just like everybody else...
Chuck: Yeah, well...

Grace: ...you put the responsibility for all the birth 
control on the woman.
Chuck: ...because I--I was b--I was being monoga-
mous to you, I didn’t think we would need a condom 
if we had...
Grace: Yeah, and if I got pregnant?
Chuck: Well, then, why did...
Grace: Oh, I would just have your child. My choice 
had nothing to do with it!
Chuck: You were taking birth control. Why didn’t 
you use a female condom?
Grace: I was not--I was not taking b...
Springer: All right. OK, OK, let--OK, I understand.
Chuck: I’m sorry.
Springer: Let’s get away from that, then.
Chuck: All right.
Springer: A woman can very well make the decision, 
either, one, I choose not to have children; two, I’m 
not going to bear the sole responsibility of not having 
children, the man has to wear the condom. Those are 
all woman decisions to make.
Pastor Kim: Social pressures force them to have it.
Springer: However, why do you have to join a cult 
that preaches suicide and cannibalism to have that 
view? Why?
Grace: Jerry, I’m joining a cult--if you’d call it a cult-
-I’m joining an educational organization whose...
Pastor Kim: Jerry, you belong to a cult of normals! 
These are all your normal zombies! Everybody agrees 
with you!
Springer: You want this man to--you want this man 
to educate you?
Pastor Kim: Normals! Normals! The world’s going 
to die...
Springer: Wait. Wait.
Pastor Kim: ...and then you guys are going to cheer!
Chuck: Come on!
Pastor Kim: Nothing’s going to be left! Gone!
Grace: Listen, all of you! I’m getting a little bit...
Pastor Kim: It’s a black world, a world of nothing 
but death!
Chuck: Sit down! (Censored)
Grace: I’m getting a little tired of having people im-
ply that I cannot think for myself. I’m a little tired of 
having you imply that they’re controlling my mind, 
and I’m tired of hearing it from you, too. This is my 
decision. This is an issue I care about.
Rev. Korda: That’s right. That’s right. That’s right. 
Because this is about females...
Springer: If--if it is not just your decision...
Pastor Kim: This is a man telling a woman what to 
do!
Rev. Korda: That’s right, this is about female 



empowerment!
Chuck: Then what are you?
Rev. Korda: This is about...
Pastor Kim: You’re a man, too, remember?
Chuck: Huzzah!
(Unintelligible comments from panelists)
Rev. Korda: OK--OK, I’m a man in a dress and I’m 
going to tell you what to do. OK.
Springer: You’re a man?
Rev. Korda: Sure I am. You’d better believe it. I’m 
transgendered. That’s right. That’s right.
Chuck: Oh, man.
Rev. Korda: Oh, you d--oh, you don’t like that, OK? 
Well, I’m transgendered because being transgendered 
is part of balance, and that’s what we’re here for, is to 
balance humans with the other species on the planet. 
And this (censored) female power, OK? Because this 
woman is a goddess, and what does being a goddess 
mean? It means to have power over life and death, the 
power to control life within your body. She can create 
life and she should have the power to destroy it, too.
Springer: Yeah.
Rev. Korda: And that’s what we’re going to talk 
about later.
Springer: Are you going to join this group?
Rev. Korda: We’re going to talk about that. You 
know what I mean.
Grace: Yes.
Springer: Do you want to join this group?
Grace: Yes!
Springer: OK.
Rev. Korda: We’re going to talk about life within 
your body.
Springer: You still haven’t t...
Grace: I’d also like to say I’m the only woman 
among, one, two, three, four, five, men--are all telling 
me what I should do and criticizing me. I’m the only 
woman.
Springer: Then why--hold it.
Chuck: Then why are you being dragged towards that 
way?
Springer: You can believe anything you want. Where 
we get upset is when you start preaching to young, 
impressionable minds that suicide and cannibalism is 
a good thing. That is dangerous. That is dangerous. 
And (censored).
Grace: Jerry, that’s (censored)!
Rev. Korda: It is dangerous. It is dangerous.
Grace: McDonald’s...
Rev. Korda: That’s right, because somebody might 
kill themselves. That’s what you’re worried about, 
right? Somebody might kill themselves, is that what 
we’re worried about?

Springer: Yes.
Rev. Korda: OK.
Springer: Yes, I--I worry about it; you’re damn right 
I worry about that.
Rev. Korda: You’re worried about it? Well, OK. I mi-
ght, too. I might, too. I think about it every day.
Springer: Then don’t print this garbage in your...
Rev. Korda: Listen to me...
Springer: ...in your brochure!
Rev. Korda: ...I’ll print whatever I want. Hold on. 
Hold on. Hold on.
Pastor Kim: Yeah, she can.
Vermin X: Hey...
Rev. Korda: I’ll print whatever I want because when 
I look at what’s happened on this planet, I feel...
Pastor Kim: This is America.
Springer: So you want her to--she wants to join your 
group.
Rev. Korda: She wants to join my group. That’s right. 
She wants to join us.
Grace: I also want to...
Pastor Kim: It’s OK to eat chickens! It’s OK to eat 
cows! It’s OK to slaughter! You laugh! You laugh!
(Unintelligible comments from panelists)
Rev. Korda: It’s OK to eat Jerry! Let’s eat Jerry! 
Let’s eat Jerry! Eat Jerry! Eat Jerry! Eat Jerry! Eat 
Jerry! Come on.
Pastor Kim: It’s not OK, what we do to animals...
Springer: All right.
Pastor Kim: ...we do to ourselves!
Grace: Yeah!
Pastor Kim: What they do in--what they did in Nazi 
Germany is what they do to chickens every day! It’s...
Chuck: Excuse me, they’re not listening!
Pastor Kim: Yeah!
Rev. Korda: OK. Hold on, hold on, I have a ques-
tion: What was the first thing Adolf Hitler did when 
he came to power? First thing?
Springer: He had chicken soup; I don’t know.
Rev. Korda: No! No!
Springer: When we come back...
Rev. Korda: Hey, you’re right. Hold on. You should 
go...
Springer: Up next, these guests are here to tell the 
cult if they really mean what they say, they should 
start by--well, they say they should start by killing 
themselves. Well, we’ll face that off when we return. 
Stay with us.
(Announcements)
Audience: (In unison) Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!
Springer: Yeah. Thank you. OK, we’ve been talking 
to leaders of this cult. It’s basically a suicide cult and 
a--they believe in cannibalism; they put it in terms of 

saving the environment. And it seems pretty crazy, 
and a lot of--and, you know, we’re kind of laughing 
along the way, except that there are people that listen 
to this, that join the cult, and that’s what’s scary; that’s 
what’s dangerous.
Grace: Jerry, it’s not basically a suicide cult.
Springer: Yeah. Well, that’s...
Grace: You--you d--haven’t bothered doing your 
homework. You haven’t read up on it. You’ve made 
it into that.
Springer: Yeah, well, all I did--all we are doing--all 
we are doing is reading your literature. We’re d--rea-
ding your address on the radio. That--we are quoting 
you. You are the guys that have said this...
Vermin X: Out of context; totally out of context.
Springer: OK.
Please welcome the leader of the Creator’s Rights 
Party, Neal Horsley, and two of his supporters, Vaun-
cile and Jane, to the show.
You’ve said--I understand you don’t like what they 
believe in, but, in fairness, they can believe whatever 
they want; they shouldn’t be trying to recruit people 
to commit suicide and cannibalism and stuff like that. 
But they’re entitled in this country to believe anything 
they want. Isn’t that true?
Mr. Neal Horsley (Leader of The Creator’s Rights 
Party): Jerry, this was n--no, the First Amendment--
Jerry ...
Vermin X: That’s like Neal Horsley is entitled to sup-
port murderers.
Springer: Wait a second, I want to just talk to him--
oh, shut up!
Mr. Horsley: The First...
Springer: Mr. Horsley, go ahead.
Audience: (In unison) Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!
Springer: All right. OK, shh. Just answer me.
Mr. Horsley: O--OK. The First Amendment says, 
Congress shall make no law respecting the establi-
shment of religion. What that meant was the federal 
government was to get--not get involved in matters of 
religion and leave it to the states to settle these mat-
ters. When the federal government said, «We’ll tell 
you what God’s like,» they made it so that all of us...
Springer: No, no, no, no, no!
Mr. Horsley: ...had to accept...
Springer: No!
Mr. Horsley: ...the government’s definition of God...
Springer: No!
Mr. Horsley: ...that we c--I can’t go to--I can’t--I’ve 
got to let these people believe that they’ve got...
Springer: Why? They’ve got...
Mr. Horsley: ...the right to believe what they believe. 
Yet they’re saying...

Springer: Of course they do. This is America! Of 
course they do.
Pastor Kim: This man wanted to hijack nuclear 
weapons and besiege the Union...
(Unintelligible comments from panelists and Springer)
Springer: You’re allowed to believe what you want.
(Unintelligible comments from panelists)
Mr. Horsley: They have the right to believe they can 
kill people, Jerry?
Springer: But there’s a difference. Shh.
Mr. Horsley: No, there is no difference to--that’s 
what--they’re Incas.
Springer: Well, then give me a chance, I’ll explain 
the difference.
Mr. Horsley: They’re Incas in the government. OK.
Springer: If he wants to...
Vermin X: This man wants to secede from the Union, 
hijack the nuclear weapons of Georgia, incite a civil 
war.
Springer: Do you want to secede from the Union? Do 
you--do you want to secede from the Union?
Mr. Horsley: And yet he’ll preach to me?
Rev. Korda: Look. Here, look. Look what we got. 
It’s a nuclear bomb, Neal. Don’t you want to nuke the 
fags? Isn’t that what you want?
Springer: What are you--what are you--OK, shh.
Mr. Horsley: No. No. What I want you to understand 
is before you will rule this world...
Springer: All right. Everybody, sit down.
Mr. Horsley: ...there are people who will fight you to 
the death.
Springer: All right.
Mr. Horsley: That’s what I want you to understand.
Rev. Korda: Ooh, I’m so scared.
Springer: OK.
Rev. Korda: I got Jesus on my side, man, you can’t 
touch me! I’ve got Jesus.
Springer: All right.
Rev. Korda: You can’t touch me, baby! Jesus loves 
me. Jesus loves me.
(Unintelligible comments from panelists and Springer)
Chuck: Man, stop...
Springer: Sit down. Have a seat.
Mr. Horsley: This has nothing to do with Jesus and 
the Bible.
Rev. Korda: Jesus loves me.
Springer: Shh. Shh.
Vermin X: This man wants to arrest faggots.
Rev. Korda: Jesus squirts!
Springer: Shh. Let’s hear from the--yes, ma’am, what 
do--what would you like to say?
Vauncile (Grandmother Who Supports The Crea-
tor’s Rights Party): I would like to say that there is 



not enough...
Springer: Let’s listen to her. Shh, shh, shh. OK.
Vauncile: ...money ever been minted that would have 
brought me into the presence of such wicked people. 
But...
Vermin X: Whoo-hoo!
Grace: All right!
Springer: Let’s listen.
Vauncile: But for the love of my Lord Jesus, who did 
more than this for me...
Pastor Kim: Let’s give it to them.
Vauncile: ...that is my sole reason for being here. And 
I could...
Pastor Kim: We tried Jesus!
(Unintelligible comments from panelists)
Jane: Let’s talk about what we’re talking about. Let’s 
talk about what we’re talking about.
Mr. Horsley: Let’s talk about children.
Jane: This is serious. There are children that are y...
(Unintelligible comments from panelists)
Pastor Kim: Jane, you have nine children! You have 
nine children.
Springer: Shh. Will you let...
Jane: I do have nine children.
Springer: Shh. Be quiet. I want to--I want to hear 
what she says. Then you can answer.
Jane: I do have nine children. I do have nine children.
Mr. Horsley: Yeah, but she loves people.
Springer: OK.
Jane: I--I have nine children. You probably have a--
you probably have a tape of one of my children. I had 
to bring the youngest here.
Springer: OK.
Grace: Listen...
Jane: She’s five weeks old.
Grace: Let me just say something to Neal! I need to 
say something to Neal! Neal...
Springer: I want you to talk to me--I want you--just 
wait. I want her to talk to Grace.
Grace: Neal says she loves people. If you...
Springer: You talk to Grace. What do you want to say 
to Grace? What do you--OK.
Grace: ...love people...
Springer: OK.
Grace: ...you will not make any more people because 
the world is full of people...
Springer: OK, let her talk to you.
Grace: ...that needs all--that need--that need all kinds 
of care!
Springer: Shh. All right. OK. You talk to her or I’ll 
clear the stage.
Grace: If you are selfish, you will have more kids.
Springer: OK. You talk to Grace. What do you want 

to say to Grace?
Vauncile: I would just like to say to Grace that Jesus 
died for you and he loves you just as much as he does 
me.
Rev. Korda: Lame--that’s so lame.
Vermin X: He committed suicide for you, ma’am.
Vauncile: ...and Jesus is--well, maybe--maybe he did.
(Unintelligible comments from panelists)
Vermin X: Jesus committed suicide. God’s so sad.
Vauncile: Maybe he did.
Rev. Korda: And you ate him! You guys ate him! It 
was cannibalism. Didn’t you?
Vauncile: But I came--I came here to acknowledge 
him...
Rev. Korda: Every day in the Catholic Church, you 
eat his body and you drink his blood!
Springer: We’ll have more when we come back. Stay 
with us.
(Announcements)
Unidentified Crew Member #1: Guys, please, please, 
help me out, audience, please. This way, this way.
Vermin X: All right. This is going rather well.
Crew Member #1: Keep them separated.
Unidentified Woman #1: I know.
Crew Member #2: OK. Got to keep them separated.
Springer: I tell you what, in the--i--during the break, 
I asked everyone else on the stage to leave. They’ll 
be back later in the show. But now I just wanted a 
chance to talk to Grace one-on-one. Because, Grace, 
in a sense, is the focus of the show because she is a--a 
woman who is making a decision whether or not to 
join this organization. We call it a cult; you suggest 
it’s something different. And I guess without all the 
screaming and yelling, you seem like a bright woman 
with strong views.
Grace: (Nods her head).
Springer: What I don’t understand is, even assuming 
that your position is, «I don’t want to have children; 
there are too many people in the world; I don’t want to 
kill animals; I’ll be a vegetarian,» why can’t you have 
those views, which are very well-respected, without 
going to the extreme measure of joining this group, 
which, you’ve got to admit, is a little out to lunch, no? 
Go ahead.
Grace: What this group is doing--the reason I want to 
join--is that they are bringing up the issue of overpo-
pulation to places that it wouldn’t have been brought 
before; for example, here. I think it’s really important. 
I think that we live in desperate times.
Springer: But he gets on the air--and I’m not making 
this up, OK?
Grace: Mm-hmm.
Springer: I’m not making it up. I’m reading you a 

quote--he was on radio in Los Angeles, the second lar-
gest city in America--a heck of a lot of young people 
listen to this stuff--and he is saying--and I said it in the 
beginning, this is his quote, Reverend Korda: «If you 
are depressed or ill or feel burdened by today’s world 
problems, let me suggest a way to give your life new 
meaning: Kill yourself.» He’s telling pe--kids to get 
guns, to have razors--»Rope is good, car exhaust is 
good.» Please don’t sit there as an intelligent woman 
and tell me that this is a positive, good thing to do. It 
isn’t.
Grace: What is a positive thing to do is to give people 
control of their own death.
Springer: Telling some kid that he can kill himself 
is not the good lesson of control to the kid. Come on!
Grace: Well, it’s--Jerry, let’s look at what--let’s look 
at what Neal Horsley is saying. He’s saying, «Let’s 
kill other people. Let’s kill, like, the entire United 
States so that we can have God’s rule.»
Springer: I’m not suggesting that just everyone else is 
right, also. No, there are other people that are wrong, 
too. That’s just as crazy as what they’re saying. But 
what are you doing suggesting that this is a good--that 
this is a--you know what? You make what is normally 
a pretty positive message, such as, perhaps, not killing 
animals, not procreating, all that kind of stuff--that 
may be issues of validity--you are making it absurd. 
People listen to that group and they say, «You know 
what? Everything else you’re saying is crazy. You’re 
destroying your own beliefs.»
Grace: Jerry, I think people misunderstand this issue.
Springer: Well, of course, because you’ve got a loo-
ney out there running with a chicken. Go ahead.
Grace: Jerry, I do believe that suicide is everybody’s 
right. If somebody wants to kill themselves, I will not 
step in their way. I hope--you know, I would--I would-
-I hope that that would be because they’ve considered 
all the other options, but people have and people do 
want to choose to kill themselves.
Springer: Oh, some 17-year-old kid, let--let’s say, is 
having problems with his sexual identity, or just...
Grace: Because he’s homosexual because people like 
Horsley want to (censored) arrest him.
Springer: OK. So--so your idea is to suggest to these 
young people, who are confused, who are hurt, who are 
feeling bad about themselves, whose self-esteem may 
be low at the moment, who maybe lost a girlfriend or 
boyfriend or whatever, all of a sudden, they’re feeling 
depressed, and suddenly, you’re suggesting that this is 
an option for these young people? That’s exactly the 
kind of message they shouldn’t be hearing.
Grace: Listen, Jerry, suicide is always an option for 
everyone. It is really condescending to tell people 

what they may or may not do with their lives. That’s 
why we have people that want to die on machines, 
that’s why we have people--it’s like you’re not even 
allowed--you have no power in this life.
Springer: Tell me about the cannibalism thing.
Grace: Cannibalism is the eating of flesh.
Springer: I know what it is. Why do you--why...
Grace: No, Jerry, it’s the eating...
Springer: Tell me how that makes a--how--tell me 
how that--preaching that can possibly have any rele-
vance to anything that is anywhere near sane.
Grace: Listen, do you eat meat?
Springer: I’ll repeat it: If you want people to stop 
eating meat, preach vegetarianism. But what...
Grace: That’s what we’re doing!
Springer: No, you’re suggesting that it’s also OK--
they are suggesting...
Grace: Mm-hmm.
Springer: ...that it’s also OK for humans to eat human 
flesh. That’s stupid.
Grace: But listen, Jerry--Jerry, if it’s OK to eat a cow, 
if it’s OK to factory farm cows, to raise cows in what 
are basically concentration camps, if that’s OK, then 
it’s just as OK to eat people who are already dead, 
who are going to be embalmed and going to be thrown 
into the ground.
Springer: It’s like saying--no, no--it’s like saying--
it’s like saying, «I think it’s horrible to kill blacks, so 
from now on, let’s go out and kill Hispanics because-
-that’s bad, also.»
Grace: I’m not talking about killing people; we’re 
talking about if people are dead. What do we do with 
dead bodies, Jerry? What do we do with them? We 
spend--we throw them away, we embalm them, we 
put them in a sealed box.
Springer: What good comes out of cannibalism? Tell 
me that. In one sentence, what good comes out of 
cannibalism?
Grace: People that want to eat meat...
Springer: What?
Grace: People that want to eat meat out of canniba-
lism would get their meat; we’d save having this her-
metically sealed box in the ground. They’d get their 
meat...
Springer: So they should eat another human being? 
You think that’s good?
Grace: If that person is dead, go for it. They’re dead 
already.
Springer: You know what? You know what? It’s why 
when you say some things that may make some sense, 
you lose the entire universe; nobody believes what 
you say because...
Grace: Jerry?



Springer: ...what you say there is so crazy they’re not 
going to believe the serious things you say.
Grace: Yes, Jerry, I don’t--Jerry, come here. Jerry, 
you would not have had us on your show if we were 
only talking about the population issue. I would love 
to talk about the population issue.
Springer: Maybe not on this show, because I admit--I 
admit...
Grace: I would love to; that’s what this is all about 
for me. You called it, I Want to Join a Suicide Cult; 
I’m joining an educational group that’s talking about 
overpopulation, and I’m answering all these stupid 
questions about suicide.
Springer: Oh, there are all kinds of organizations in 
this world that talk about overpopulation that don’t 
talk about, «Let’s have cannibalism.» Come on.
OK, when we’re--when we come back, we’re going to 
bring back our other guests and we’ll have questions 
from the audience. Stay with us.
(Announcements)
Springer: Welcome back. Grace, before I get to ques-
tions for the audience, why did you decide to change-
-take off your dress and change your outfit?
Chuck: And why have you never done it for me?
Springer: What was that about?
Grace: Well, we were supposed--I was--I was instant-
ly inducted into the church on this show. I actually 
came to this show to be inducted t--into the church. 
That’s specifically what I came here for.
Springer: Yeah, well, I don’t want you inducted on 
this show. Yeah.
Grace: And this is part of the ritual.
Rev. Korda: That’s right.
Springer: What?--to be in the show, you got to take 
off your--to be in the cult, you got to take off your 
clothing?
Grace: No, not at all.
Rev. Korda: It sure helps. And we--and we hope that 
when you join, Jerry, you’ll take off your clothes, too.
Chuck: I--I d--I didn’t wish to hear that. Please, I...
Springer: Believe me, if you saw me, I’d be the pos-
ter child against cannibalism.
Chuck: Oh.
Springer: OK. Yes?
Grace: You’re probably not tasty, anyway.
Chuck: Oh. Oh.
Rev. Korda: Aw.
Vauncile: I would just like to ask these people if they 
are...
Springer: Shh...
Vauncile: ...truly sincere about their, quote, «reli-
gion,» unquote. And if you truly believe what you’re 
saying, are you willing to die right here on this stage 

now and be quartered and be put into freezers for 
food?
Vermin X: Will--will you stone us to death, ma’am? 
Will--will you stone us to death like the good Lord 
would instruct you to, stoning Sodomites?
Grace: Listen, I--I--I don’t want to commit suicide. 
As I said before, suicide is a pillar of the church. It is 
not a commandment.
Vermin X: Helpful hint.
Grace: If I choose, at some point, that I want to die, it 
is my right to take control over my own death.
Vermin X: Euthanasia.
Springer: Go ahead. Shh.
Unidentified Woman #2: I just want to say that I don’t 
remember her name. She--you seem like a very strong 
woman, but I think what’s happening here is they are 
like a brainwashing group, just like all s--they’re like 
skinheads and everything else, and I think you’re get-
ting brainwashed. I think you’re very strong, and I 
think you should find other--other organizations that 
support your beliefs, not this one. They’re no good.
Grace: I have two responses to that.
Springer: Yes? Shh. What’s your response?
Grace: One of them is I am--I am involved with the 
Voluntary Human Extinction Movement. Everybody, 
look into that. Another one is--once again, I’m being 
condescended to by you: I’m being brainwashed; I 
can’t think for myself. It’s very insulting.
Jane: Honey, you insulted yourself when you took off 
your clothes on national TV.
Unidentified Woman #3: My question is: First of all, 
why can’t you be who you really are? You’re all up 
there being who you can’t. My second thing to say is: 
Have you all eaten human flesh, and if not, why are 
you up here preaching that it’s OK to be...
Grace: We’re vegetarians; we’re asking people not to 
eat flesh.
Woman #3: Then why are you pro--why are you 
saying that it’s OK to be...
Rev. Korda: We already answered about--I’ll answer 
that question.
Woman #3: ...to eat from human flesh and you’re up 
there throwing babies around the stage eating them?
Grace: No, no, it’s--look, don’t you understand? It’s 
not OK; we’re disgusted by eating flesh; we’re dis-
gusted by eating animal flesh. What we’re saying is...
Springer: Then you wouldn’t put out a brochure 
which tells people how to do it.
Grace: ...that when you eat flesh, you’re a cannibal. 
What’d he say?
Chuck: You put out a brochure promoting...
Unidentified Man #2: I want to say, the guy in the 
green--I don’t believe that you’re strong enough to 

stick with her. Because if you was strong enough to 
stick with her, she wouldn’t be in this predicament 
like she is now. You’re not a man to stick with her.
Chuck: She’s a strong person.
Man #2: So why you not with her now?
Chuck: She doesn’t want children! I mean...
Grace: What are you--you’re--are you saying that 
that man...
Springer: Thank God!
Grace: ...the man should control the woman? What 
planet are you from?
Chuck: No.
Grace: I...
Unidentified Panelist: Next question.
Springer: Please, let’s not encourage these people to 
procreate.
Unidentified Woman #4: I would like--I’d like--I’d 
like to know if anybody dressed in black has ever 
been on any anti-psychotic medications, in psychia-
tric institutions, or in jail? Because you belong there.
Grace: Not me.
Rev. Korda: That’s very nice. Let’s talk about that. 
Can I answer that?
Mr. Horsley: OK, Jerry...
(Unintelligible comments from panelists)
Mr. Horsley: There was a time when we were--people 
could actually...
Vermin X: He was in jail.
Mr. Horsley: ...stop insanity by arresting people who 
are advocating that which ultimately destroys people.
Rev. Korda: However...
Springer: OK, finally, are you--Grace, are you--you 
want to join this group?
Grace: I already have.
Springer: You already have.
I’ll be back with a final thought. Stay with with us.
(Announcements)
Springer: Thank you. Let me take this opportunity to 
thank you all for being with us. It’s certainly different, 
what we heard, and--but this is America and you have 
a right to at least express an opinion.
You know, I suspect most of us think this is all cra-
zy, that these are all a bunch of loonies playing with 
something short of a full deck. Clearly, to the extent 
that these folks can influence vulnerable and impres-
sionable minds to do destructive and harmful things, 
they are, of course, dangerous. Cults are, by popular 
understanding, viewed to be extremist, and, certainly, 
what we saw today falls into that category. But in a 
nation where we so pride ourselves in freedom of be-
lief, worship and religion, where do we draw the line 
between religion and cult?
I mean, look at all our major religions. They all seem 

to involve a charismatic leader who has personally 
communicated with God, who demands to be accep-
ted on faith, whose traditions have included some 
pretty tough and, in some cases, brutal sacrifices, 
whose literature is steeped in stories or parables that 
seem to require great leaps of faith, be that Christia-
nity, Judaism, Islam--you name it. Indeed, we’d be 
horribly offended, and justifiably so, if people called 
us, because of our religious beliefs, crazy. And yet 
there is a difference here. We cross the line from re-
ligion, which has total freedom here, to cult, where, 
suddenly, it’s not just a matter of what people believe.
Believe what you want, but there is a call within the 
doctrine from a self-anointed leader to destructive, 
life-threatening behavior. There is also--not necessa-
rily in this cult, but certainly in others, there is often, 
through brainwashing, psychological and otherwise, 
pressure to never leave the group once having joined; 
to cut off, to varying degrees, association with one’s 
family and former friends.
The point is, cults are dangerous and not entitled to 
the protection of religion, not because of what they 
believe, but because of what they entice their adhe-
rents to do.
Till next time, take care of yourself and each other.
Audience: (In unison) Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!
(Excerpt from Grace’s induction after the show)
Rev. Korda: Grace, it’s been a long day. We were 
forced to deputize you on the show, so we’re going to 
induct you into the Church of Euthanasia right here, 
now, briefly. And we’ll start by asking you are you 
pregnant?
Grace: No.
Rev. Korda: OK. Do you have any genetic mate-
rial outside your body that you know--that you don’t 
know about? Do you have eggs frozen in a fertility 
clinic, anything like that?
Grace: No.
Rev. Korda: OK, then, Grace, repeat after me: I...
Grace: I...
Rev. Korda: ...Grace Petro..
Grace: ...Grace Petro..
Rev. Korda: ...do hereby vow...
Grace: ...do hereby vow...
Rev. Korda: ...to not procreate...
Grace: ...to not procreate...
Rev. Korda: ...for as long as I shall live.
Grace: ...for as long as I shall live.
Rev. Korda: Grace, you are now, and always will be, 
a member of the Church of Euthanasia.
Grace: Whoo! Whoo!
Chuck: Whoo! Well, I’m going to have something to 
tell the kids.
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CHRIS KORDA MUSIC VIDÉOS & IMAGES

1. Plasmagon, 2009, Vidéoproj + son, 50:34 ; Al 
Fasawz, 2009,Vidéoproj + son, 38:36

2. PotterDraw gallery, 2017, 42 color digital 
images 

3. phase video for Atunwi, 2022, music video, 
5:35 ; phase video for Ero Ayo, 2022, music 
video, 5:32

4. PotterDraw, Aladdin, 2018, video, 1:53, 2018; 
PotterDraw, Sea Creature, 2018, video, 1:01

5. Big Hex, 2006, color digital images made with 
FFRend and Whorld (3 pieces)

6. Passion for Numbers, 2021, greyscale digital 
images (3 pieces)

7. Big Hex, 2006, color digital images made with 
FFRend and Whorld (3 pieces)

8. Overshoot slide show, 2020, 42 images
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The works presented here are created using software 
coded by Chris Korda. These kinetic sculptures are 
created with the machine and with the language of the 
machine. All the programs are available for free on 
the website: www.chriskorda.com/software.html

2. 4. All images/videos created using PotterDraw.

PotterDraw is a free 3D software application for desi-
gning and visualizing pottery. It’s useful for creating 
cylindrical shapes such as pots, flasks, vases, bowls, 
plates, cups, glasses, goblets, or anything similar. The 
outer wall of the pot is drawn using a spline, which 
consists of one or more curved or linear segments. 
The inner wall is generated automatically.

PotterDraw can export files suitable for 3D printing. 
It can also map synthesized or user-specified textures 
onto the pot. Mesh and texture properties can be mo-
dulated by oscillators for more complex effects, and 
the modulations can be animated to create videos.

3. 6. All images/videos created using Polymeter.

Polymeter is a MIDI sequencer for music that’s in 
multiple prime meters (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, etc.) simul-
taneously. Each track has its own loop length, and 
when the lengths differ, the tracks «slip» (or shift 
phase) relative to each other. The resulting interfe-
rence pattern is sufficiently intricate that variations 

similar to the embellishments of a live performer can 
be generated algorithmically. 

5. 7. 

These images were taken from a high-resolution ver-
sion of the «Big Hex» Whorld movie, made by Chris 
Korda using custom software. The intention was to 
generate large format images suitable for printing. 
The «Big Hex» movie filters a Whorld animation 
through a chain of video effects, some of which have 
parameter automation at differing frequencies. The 
result is phase art, similar to phasing or polymeter in 
music.

Whorld is a geometric visualizer written by Chris 
Korda. The movie was rendered in FFRend (Free 
Frame Renderer, also written by Chris Korda), using 

Korda’s WhorldFF plugin and customized versions 
of Pete Warden’s free plugins (PeteKaleidascope, Pe-
teTile, PeteTimeBlur, PeteGlow, and PeteSolarize in 
that order). All of the software used is free and open-
source.
The kaleidoscope, time blur and glow plugins were 
adapted in order to handle the large frame size (4160 
x 3120). Since these are 32-bit plugins, memory use 
was a limiting factor, particularly with the time blur 
plugin which allocates many frame buffers. To work 
around this, the time blur was modified to store frames 
on disk instead of in memory. Another issue was the 
glow plugin’s use of integer shifts, which were over-
flowing. This was handled by increasing the default 
word size from 32-bit to 64-bit. Frame sizes larger 
than this proved unworkable, likely because the glow 
plugin’s shifts exceeded even 64 bits.
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CHRIS KORDA, DISPLAY CASE
(1 - 46, from left to right)

1. Chris Korda, More Than Four, Chapelle XIV, 
2022
2. Chris Korda, Passion for Numbers,  Mental 
Groove Records, 2022
3. Chris Korda, A letter form the composer 
(insert)
4. Chris Korda, Fauve Abstract (series), 2018
5. Chris Korda, Eight Billion Humans Can’t Be 
Wrong, Mental Groove Records, 2021,
6. Chris Korda, Apologize To The Future, 
Perlon, 2021
7. Chris Korda, Apologize To The Future, 
Perlon, 2021, (insert)
8. Chris Korda, Polymeter, Mental Groove 
Records, 2021
9. Chris Korda, Polymeter, Mental Groove 
Records, 2021 (insert)
10. Chris Korda, Akoko Ajeji, Perlon, 2019, 
double gatefold
11. Chris Korda, flyer, European Tour 2003, 
color printing on paper
12. Chris Korda, flyer, Die Registratur, 2003, 
color printing on paper
13. Chris Korda, The Man Of The Future, 
International Deejay Gigolo Records, 2003
14. Chris Korda, The Man Of The Future, 
International Deejay Gigolo Records, 2003, 
(reverse)
15. Chris Korda, Six Billion Humans Can’t Be 
Wrong, International Deejay Gigolo Records, 
1999
16. Chris Korda, flyer, Cigarettenfabrik, 2002, 
color printing on paper
17. Chris Korda, flyer, Wagenbau, 2003, color 
printing on paper
18. Chris Korda, Magic Cookie, PARTOUT, 2020
19. Chris Korda, I Like To Watch, Null Records, 
2002 (front)
20. Chris Korda, I Like To Watch, Null Records, 
2002 (back)
21. Chris Korda, flyer, I Like to Watch, 2001, 
toner on paper (front)
22. Chris Korda, flyer, I Like to Watch, 2001, 
toner on paper (back)
23. Chris Korda, When It Rains, International 
Deejay Gigolo Records, 2002
24. Chris Korda, When It Rains / Pee Shot, 
2002, color printing on paper (front)
25. Chris Korda, fyer, When It Rains / Pee Shot, 
2002, color printing on paper (back)
26. Chris Korda & The Church Of Euthanasia, 
Sex Is Good, International Deejay Gigolo 
Records, 1998

27. Chris Korda, Save The Planet, Kill Yourself, 
Kevorkian Records, 1993
28. Chris Korda & the Church of Euthanasia, 
Save The Planet, Kill Yourself, 1994, stickers
29. Chris Korda, World of Hurt, Self Publish, 
1998 
30. Chris Korda, Six Billion Humans Can’t Be 
Wrong, Kevorkian Records, CD, 1999 
31. Chris Korda, I Like to Watch, CD Self 
Publish, 2003
32. Chris Korda, Demons in My Head, CD, 
Kevorkian Records, 1993 
33. Chris Korda, The Man Of The Future, 
International Deejay Gigolo Records, CD, 1999
34. Chris Korda, Winning the war on the future, 
2020
35. Chris Korda, Fauve Girls Night (series), 
2020
36. Chris Korda, Fauve Abstract (series), 2018
37. Chris Korda, Fauve Abstract (series), 2018
38. After the ball, 1991
39. Chris Korda, Fauve Abstract (series), 2018
40. CoE badges, assorted, 1995 - 1997, 
complete set
41. Snuff It, Issues 1 - 5, 1994 - 2019
42. The Man of the Future, Portait, 2003
43. After the ball, 1991
44. The Church  Of Euthanasia, e-sermons : 
volume 1, 1997
45. Robert Kimberk, Bug sign, 1992
46. CoE stickers, assorted, 1995 - 1997, 
complete set
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The DJ Pyramid by Chris Korda

Electronic music artists are increasingly obliged to provide 
aural wallpaper for partying. Many of them resent it, and 
complain about it in private, but they’re afraid to rock the 
“functional music” boat because they depend on it for inco-
me. There’s also less and less income, because the product is 
increasingly virtual, which makes it easy to steal, and because 
YouTube AKA Google is crushing the other streaming plat-
forms that at least made a token effort to pay artists. Conse-
quently, many labels go under, and most of the ones that re-
main are understandably risk-averse.
Given the rapidly shrinking pie, it’s no surprise that many ar-
tists imitate each other and try to be the flavor of the month, 
by making music that’s just a bit different but not too much. 
They look nervously over their shoulder, knowing that if they 
go too far they’ll lose their spot to a more crowd-pleasing ar-
tist. We may claim to want something new, but in practice 
we often prefer something comfortingly similar to what we 
already know and like and grew up with. This is how we end 
up with thousands of nearly indistinguishable records.
The way forward is to challenge the concept of music as party 
facilitation. In order to get unstuck, we have to start listening 
to music again, instead of merely partying to it. But before we 
can revolt and escape from the pleasure prison, we first have 
to become aware that the prison exists. As long as we’re par-
tying ecstatically, the walls are shrouded in mental and physi-
cal fog. But this morning it’s nice and clear, so let’s have a clo-
ser look at those walls. The walls aren’t merely metaphorical, 
unfortunately they’re all too real, and the product of massive 
investment.
Picture the thousands of nightclubs and discos all over the 
world, all playing the same 4/4 beat (boom clap boom clap), 
day and night. Around this relentlessly monotonous beat, a 
global economic and social order has been constructed. We 
call this structure the DJ Pyramid, not only because it’s hie-
rarchical, but also because it’s vast and built of stone, see-
mingly immovable and unchangeable. The sheer volume of 
alcohol sales alone implies huge resistance to change. Hie-
rarchies resist change because those at the top want to main-
tain their advantages. A few people are making boatloads of 
money from the DJ Pyramid, and they probably won’t enjoy 
reading this.
The disco beat is by now burned into our brains like a mental 
tattoo. It’s as though we have a receptacle in our heads, perfec-
tly shaped to fit the one and only pattern of global disco. Like 
plastic, it’s everywhere and in everything, not only nightclubs, 
but films, television, advertising, restaurants, shopping malls 
and more. We don’t notice it, in the same way that fish don’t 
notice water. But it wasn’t always so. As recently as the late 
1970s our musical environment was comparatively diverse. 
Disco was a relatively new species and competed with many 
others, including some that were definitely not in 4/4 (if you 
doubt this, listen to “Close to the Edge” by Yes).
 
By now, nearly every nation has a local flavor of the global 
beat, featuring lyrics in the native language, and perhaps some 
traditional instrumental accents, but built on top of the same 
4/4 disco chassis. The icing varies, but the cake is always the 
same: the familiar, sickeningly sweet taste of partying under 
the disco ball, inside the pleasure prison’s gilded go-go cage. 
American media corporations waged a culture war, and won. 
Disco was transplanted to every corner of the planet, and al-
most overnight the American prison became the global pri-
son.
Even the critique of dullness is getting dull. We’ve been having 
this discussion since at least 1998, the year the Love Parade’s 
slogan was “one world one future.” This blatantly totalitarian 
slogan signaled that disco is an expansionist ideology. The em-
pire won’t rest until all its competitors have been eliminated, 
and every individual rests comfortably in their cell, syn-

chronized to the beat. The destruction of biological diversity 
proceeds alongside a parallel destruction of cultural diversity, 
as if it were planned that way, which it was. Younger people 
don’t realize that the world used to be more biologically and 
culturally diverse, because it’s hard to miss what you never 
knew. In biology this phenomenon is known as “shifting base-
line” (not to be confused with “shifting bassline” in the sense 
of polymeter, which would be a step in the right direction).
Cities are increasingly all alike, standardized and interchan-
geable. Everywhere, we behave similarly and have similar 
things in our pockets and handbags. Why shouldn’t we also 
listen to the same music, and dance similarly, after taking the 
same drugs? It’s so nice when everyone agrees. But the pri-
son walls are visible today for a change, grey and decorated 
with stylish barbed wire, reminding us that the agreement is 
a lie, a convenient fiction. In a flashing moment of honesty 
we can grasp that we’re actually bored out of our minds by 
all the sameness. We crave meaningful difference, and within 
this craving lie the seeds of revolution.
Long periods of stasis are the norm in the history of visual 
art, and they’re often punctuated by revolutions. Think of all 
those centuries of boring religious paintings in the Louvre, 
and then Velázquez and Rembrandt came along and blew the 
doors off. All-black paintings became fashionable during the 
Abstract Expressionist period, culminating in Mark Rothko, 
Robert Motherwell, and Ad Reinhardt’s “last paintings.” Cri-
tics feared the end of art, but needlessly. People were never 
going to be permanently satisfied with monochromatic art, 
because unlike dogs, we see in glorious color. This biologi-
cal determinism transposes perfectly to music. The tyranny 
of 4/4 won’t be the end of the story because we’re capable of 
sensing other rhythms, including polymeter, and the tyranny 
of the major scale won’t last either, because we’re capable of 
sensing other tonalities.
1990s Berlin was an epicenter of relative freedom. As streams 
of DDR citizens poured into the west, punks poured in the 
opposite direction, squatting entire neighborhoods of East 
Berlin. Cut off from consumerism and left to their own de-
vices, they made their own culture out of necessity, and it was 
just as vibrant and diverse as one might expect. The squats 
were mostly crushed under the wheels of gentrification, 
but not forgotten, and many of their ex-inhabitants are still 
around, older and sometimes wiser and more pragmatic, with 
real jobs and real power. Thanks to their efforts, Berlin is now 
the center of the electronic music world, and the logical place 
to start a prison riot.
Revolutions have long roots and often start small. We should 
avoid trying to change everything at once, or as the Giant said 
so eloquently in Twin Peaks, “A path is formed by laying one 
stone at a time.” We’ll be well-advised to deal with the ma-
jor scale’s ubiquity later, and start by challenging the rhyth-
mic conformity which is so much more egregious, and also 
easier to tackle without formal musical training. What we’re 
modestly proposing is nothing less than rhythmic heresy. DJs 
are the original influencers, and will be indispensable allies, 
exporting the heresy from its epicenter to distant shores. How 
ironic that the same individuals who built and maintained the 
orthodoxy may also be instrumental in its undoing.
The real villain in all of this is neoliberal market capitalism, as 
usual. Corporations keep us busy pimping ourselves to stran-
gers and amassing “likes” because divide and conquer works. 
Life is reduced to a crass popularity contest, like reality TV. 
Scrambling to the apex of the DJ Pyramid is a Pyrrhic victory, 
like crossing a bridge to nowhere. We should ask not «how 
can I game the system» but «how can I overthrow the system 
before it kills us all?» To defeat the system we need to be less 
competitive and individualistic, and build solidarity in the 
real world. The road to inspiring, challenging music neces-
sarily passes through unfamiliar terrain, and whatever comes 
next will doubtless face stiff resistance. Getting unstuck might 
be uncomfortable, but at least it won’t be boring.
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THE CHURCH OF EUTHANASIA CATALOG

1. The official CoE T-shirt says «SAVE THE 
PLANET KILL YOURSELF» on the front in 
bold spiky letters, with «THE CHURCH OF 
EUTHANASIA» below it, in smaller script. 
A four-pillared temple appears on the back, 
with the caption «SUICIDE - ABORTION - 
CANNIBALISM - SODOMY.» 

2. The front says «SAVE THE PLANET KILL 
YOURSELF» exactly like the ubiqitous bu-
mper sticker. The back features the interna-
tional symbols: a graphic of the earth inside 
a red circle, next to a graphic of a human, 
inside a red circle with a slash. 

3. The front says «Thank you for not bree-
ding.» The back is a graphic of the Earth 
completely covered with humans. 

4. CoE badges, assorted, 1995 - 1997, 
complete set

5. CoE stickers, assorted, 1995 - 1997, 
complete set

6. Poster STPKY, 1994, 42 X 52,4 (free)

7. Poster 4 Pillars, 1994, 42 x 58,3 (free)
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THE CHURCH OF EUTHANASIA 
CATALOGUE

1. Le T-shirt officiel DE LA COE «SAVE THE 
PLANET KILL YOURSELF» sur la face avant 
en caractères gras et en pointes, avec «THE 
CHURCH OF EUTHANASIA» en dessous, 
en écriture plus petite. Un temple à quatre 
piliers apparaît au dos, avec la légende « 
SUICIDE - ABORTION - CANNIBALISM - SO-
DOMY. » 

2. La façade dit «SAVE THE PLANET KILL 
YOURSELF» exactement comme l’omni-
présent autocollant de pare-chocs. Au dos, 
on retrouve les symboles internationaux : 
un dessin de la terre dans un cercle rouge, 
à côté d’un dessin d’un humain, dans un 
cercle rouge avec une barre oblique. 

3. La façade dit «Thank you for not bree-
ding.» Le dos est un visuel de la Terre entiè-
rement recouverte d’humains. 

4. badges, assortiment, 1995 - 1997, ensemble 
complet

5. 46. stickers, assortiment, 1995 - 1997, 
ensemble complet

6. Poster STPKY, 1994, 42 X 52,4 cm 
(servez-vous)

7. Poster 4 Pillars, 1994, 42 x 58,3 cm 
(servez-vous)
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